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P.H.A. Dillen

A real-time subband codec

Abstract

With subband coding the number of bits per sample needed for digital audio
signals can be reduced at unchanged subjective sound quality. A coder splits the
input spectrum into subbands, and quantizes the subband signals; a decoder
dequantizes them and recombines the subband signals to the output signal.
In this way, the quantization noise is shaped spectrally in such a way that it
is masked, and thus it is inaudible. Approximately 2.5 bits per sample are
sufficient for most music signals.

A preliminary design of a subband codec, developed at the Philips Nat.Lab.,
is based on a filter bank, consisting of 25 filter cells, for the splitting and re
combination. Furthermore, several subband quantization strategies have been
developed. The codec was implemented in software on a VAX 11/780; process
ing time is several orders of magnitude greater than real-time.

A real-time test system is designed for more elaborately evalu~ting the in
fluence of choices for the filter bank structure, the filter types and lengths and
the quantization strategies on the coding quality. Furthermore, the system can
be used for storage and mobile transmission experiments.

A modular bus system is used. The splitting and reconstruction filter bank
modules are each based on two floating point digital signal processors. The
quantizer board is based on one signal processor. The codec parameters can be
changed in software. For the current implementation, the system introduces a
delay of more than a second. This is largely a consequence of the intrinsic delay
of the filter banks, and processing delay of the quantizer module.

Keywords: data compression, digital filters, digital signal processing, digital systems,
hearing, real-time systems
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Just as in other contemporary technical branches, the influence of digital elec
tronics in audio applications is increasing. Digital representation of audio sig
nals can have big advantages, compared with analogue representations:

• a high signal to noise (S /N) ratio and low distortion can be achieved;

• the signal may be repeatedly reproduced without degradation;

• the digital audio channel offers the possibility of adding extra information
to the signal, such as for error protection, or for information that is not
directly related to the audio signal, such as time codes.

The usually high complexity of digital circuits does not pose restrictions on
the possibility of realization, because, in particular, digital electronics offer the
possibility of the integration of a very high number of components in a single
integrated circuit (IC). The bandwidth needed to transmit digital audio signals,
however, is much larger than for analogue signals.

For the usual digital representations, the transmitted number of bits per
second or bit rate is high. Reduction of the bit rate would allow a larger num
ber of audio channels to be transmitted within a given frequency band. Also,
carriers of digital audio information, such as Compact Disc or Digital Audio
Tape, provide a longer record and playback time if less data has to be stored.

IT statistical properties of the sound source are known, data reduction can
be achieved by removing the s<rcalled redundancy, leaving just the information
in the sound signal (Fig. 1.1). Information theory gives a lower bound for the
minimal number of bits needed to represent the signal. This bound is known as
the entropy. However, for unknown sound sources, it is generally not possible
to achieve a high bit rate reduction this way, since the statistical characteristics
of the sources are not known in advance.

Alternative methods for bit rate reduction remove irrelevancy in the sound
signal: the part of the information that cannot be perceived due to limitations
of the human auditory system. Irrelevancy clearly is subjective. The audible
part that remains is called the message. These methods thus make use of the
properties of the listener instead of the signal properties. Currently, one of the
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Figure 1.1: Data reduction 01 audio signals: removing redundancy and irrele
vancy

most promising strategies for bit rate reduction based on removing irrelevancy
is subband coding.

The subband coding scheme will be described in Chapter 2, preceded by
a summary of the fundamentals of masking, since this is the psychoacousti
cal phenomenon that is exploited by subband coding. Chapter 3 describes the
software and hardware of a real-time subband codec. Finally, in Chapter 4, con
clusions and some points for further development will be given. In appendices,
the circuit diagrams, layouts and PLA source files are given for the boards of
the system.



Chapter 2

Subband coding

A sound can become inaudible by the presence of another: this psychoacoueti
cal phenomenon is called masking [1]. Subband coding uses the effect of mask
ing to reduce the bit rate. The theory of masking will be briefly described,
and subband coding will be explained. Furthermore, a concept for a subband
coder/ decoder (codec) will be given.

2.1 Masking

With simultaneous masking, a sound with a high intensity obscures a simulta
neously occurring sound with a lower intensity. Experiments have shown that
the human auditory system places a frequency band around every tone, the
critical band (Fig. 2.1). Tones (e.g. B) with an intensity beneath the critical

intensity

t

-. frequency

Figure 2.1: The critical band

band of another tone (A) are not perceivable: they are masked. Tone A is
called the masker. The bandwidth Bcr of the critical band is defined according
to the results of psychoacoustical experiments [1]. The bandwidth is dependent
of the frequency of the masker (Fig. 2.2a) [2]. For low frequencies, the critical
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Figure 2.2: (a) critical bandwidth B cr and (b) masking threshold PaU) as a
function of frequency f of the masker

bandwidth is about 100 Hz. For higher masker frequencies, the relative band
width is 1/3 octave. Figure 2.2b shows the minimum difference in intensity
that must exist between masker and noise within the critical band, before the
noise is masked [2]. This masking threshold PaU) is largely independent of the
absolute intensity of the sound signals [3].

Experiments have shown, that masking does not only occur for simultane
ously present sounds, but also for a sound with a low intensity that is preceded
or followed by a sound with a high intensity. This effect is called forward
or backward temporal masking, respectively. Figure 2.3 shows the masking
threshold Ptemp,aU) as a function of the interval T between the components.
The threshold is given relative to the threshold PaU) at simultaneous masking.
It can be seen that the effect of forward masking is stronger and lasts longer
than that of backward masking.

Backward masking seems to be in contradiction to causality: how does the
auditory system know that a louder sound will follow a weak one? A possible
explanation is that the auditory system processes sounds with high intensity
faster than weak sounds [3].

In the rest of this report, the masking effect of frequency components will
be considered additive.
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Figure 2.3: Temporal masking threshold Ptemp,o(f) as a function of the interval T,

related to Po(f)

2.2 The subband coding scheme

Music signals in which components of the sound are masked by others con
tain irrelevancy: the masked components may be removed without noticeable
difference. Furthermore, noise can be added to the music signal, as long as
it is being masked by the components present in the signal. Thus, masking
provides the possibility for data reduction. Subband coding is schematically
explained in Fig. 2.4. An analysis filter bank FB_A divides the audio spectrum
in subbands with a bandwidth approximately equal to the critical bandwidth. A
quantizer block Q quantizes all subband signals, introducing quantization noise
in the subbands. The reconstruction filter bank FB_R combines all quantized
subband signals to form the output signal. The actual data reduction is done
by the quantizer block Q; the transmission channel is placed between blocks
Q and FB_R. The added quantization noise is inaudible since it is constrained
spectrally to the subbands, and its intensity is kept below the masking thresh
old, given by the subband signal. Subband coding operates in the time domain,
although the analysis of the music signal is done in the frequency domain.

With subband coding, bit rates of 2.5 bits per sample have been reported to
be sufficient for the reproduction of 16 bits per sample (Compact Disc) signals
without audible degradation [3], [4], [5], [6].

The filters that are used in the filter banks and the way in which the sub
band signals are quantized can still be chosen. In the following sections, some
alternatives are described.
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filtering
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Figure 2.4: Subband coding

2.3 The filter banks

The analysis and reconstruction filtering can be achieved in several ways. A
convenient and elegant method, which is frequently applied, involves the use of
elementary filter cells, which will be described next.

2.3.1 The elementary filter cell

An elementary filter cell is configured as in Fig. 2.5a. The filters Ho and H l

divide the input spectrum in a lowpass and a highpass part, each having a
bandwidth equal to half the input bandwidth. The filters are each followed by
a sample rate decreaser, that throws away every second sample, thus halving
the sample rate of the signals. In other words, the lowpass and highpass signals
are sampled with the minimum needed sample rate again, according to the
sampling theorem. By the sample rate halving, the highpass part is translated
to the base band, albeit mirrored. Therefore, the signals may be split further
by inserting elementary filter cells after the sample rate decreasers.

Two sample rate increasers insert zeroes after every sample. Filters Go and
G l remove unwanted aliases, and addition of the resulting signals reproduces
the input signal at the output. The total sample rate of the two split signals is
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Figure 2.5: (a) The elementary filter cell and (b) its symbolic representation

equal to the sample rate of the input signal.
The splitting part of the filtercell with filters Hoand HI with the sample rate

decreasers is called the analysis part of the cell; the merging part containing
filters Go and G1 and the sample rate increasers is the reconstruction part.

The input to output relation of the elementary filter cell can be shown to
be [7]:

X(z) = 1[Ho(z)Go(z) + H1(z)Gdz)]X(z) +
i [Ho(-z)Go(z) + HI (-z)G1(z)]X( -z) (2.1)

The first half of (2.1) represents a replica of X(z) in X(z). The second term
gives an unwanted mirrored component of X(z) at the half sample frequency,
since:

X(-z) Iz:eiO - X(_ein)
_ X(ei(n+lr))

For perfect reconstruction, X(z) is a delayed version of X(z). Let the delay be
L - 1 samples:

X(z) = X(z) . z-(L-I) (2.2)

Combination of (2.1) and (2.2) leads to the conclusion that the following equa
tions must be satisfied for perfect reconstruction:

Ho(-z)Go(z) + H1(-z)G1(z) - 0

Ho(z)Go(z) + H1(z)Gdz) _ 2z-(L-I)
(2.3)
(2.4)



Equation (2.3) can be met by choosing:

Go(z) = 2H1(-z)
G1(z) = -2Ho(-z)

In the discrete time domain, this means:

go(n) = 2(-1)"' hdn)
gi (n) = -2(-1)"' ho(n)

9

(2.5)

(2.6)

It follows from (2.4) and (2.5) that for perfect reconstruction it must be satisfied
that:

Ho(z)H1 (-z) - Ho(-z)Hdz) = z-(L-I) (2.7)

In the following, an elementary filter cell will be represented schematically by
the symbol in Fig. 2.5b.

2.3.2 Cell types

Up to this point, no choices have been made for Ho or HI' except for the
assumption that they represent a lowpass and a highpass filter. Ho, H ll Go
and G I can be realized by transversal filters with equal length. In the so-called
Quadrature Mirror Filters (QMF's), the filters are chosen to be [7], [8], [9]:

hdn) = (-1)" . ho(n), (2.8)

(2.12)

which implies that the transfer function of HI is a mirrored version of that of
Ho:

Hdz) = Ho(-z) (2.9)

Substitution of (2.9) in (2.7), together with the requirement that Ho be a low
pass filter gives for z = ein :

IHo2 (ein ) - Ho2 (e i (n+lr)) 1= 1 (2.10)

I R (in) 1- {I, -1r/2 < n ~ 1r/2 (2.11)
o e - 0, 1r /2 < n ~ 31r /2

In reality, the separation between the two halfband signal spectra, according to
(2.11), can only be approximated. As a result, condition (2.10) cannot be met
exactly either: a QMF cell introduces an amplitude ripple. QMFs therefore do
not have perfect reconstruction. However, the filters are symmetrical, and the
halfband signals are therefore linear phase. A second advantage of QMFs is
that the computation effort to calculate the filter responses can be halved by
combining the calculation of the responses of Ho and HI' according to (2.8), or
of Go and G1 [8].

Another class of elementary filter cells consists of the Conjugate Quadrature
Filters (CQFs). These cells meet the following relation [9]:

hdn) - (-1)"' ho(L - 1- n)
Hdz) = -Ho(_z-l) . z-(L-I)
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The delay of length L - 1 is needed because Ho(_Z-l) is anticausal if Ho(z) is
causal. According to this delay, the filter length is at least L. From (2.7) and
(2.12), perfect reconstruction can now be achieved by satisfying:

(2.13)

This is possible, and thus CQFs are perfectly reconstructing filter cells. How
ever, the lowpass filter characteristics, given by (2.11), still cannot be realized
exactly. The longer the filters are, the steeper the possible slopes of the pass
bands. The CQF cell is linear phase from input to output, but the halfband
signals are generally not, since the filters are not necessarily symmetric.

Transversal filters are an obvious choice for the realization of a finite im
pulse response (FIR) transfer function. In many cases, though, they are not the
best choice. For example, in practical situations, the precision of calculations
is limited due to a finite word length. Rounding of a single coefficient of a
transversal filter can already deteriorate the transfer function of the filter sig
nificantly. QMFs and CQFs suffer from this disadvantage, since they are using
transversal filters. The frequency response of the CQF will contain a ripple.
The CQF therefore generally does not have perfect reconstruction anymore af
ter coefficient rounding. Other filter structures may be insensitive to rounding
of coefficients. For example, filter cells using lattice filters like the QMF lattice
(Fig. 2.6) have perfect reconstruction [7]. Coefficient rounding does not infl.u-

X(z)

X(z)

Figure 2.6: The QMF lattice filter cell

ence the perfect reconstruction property; only the separation between the two
halfband signals is decreased. For this reason, such alternative structures are
preferable in realizations.

2.3.3 Compensation delays

Consider the asymmetric filter bank of Fig. 2.7, formed by three filter cells. Cell
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X(z)

---sbO----.

'---- sbl -----"

'------ sb2

'--------- sb3

Figure 2.7: Asymmetric: filter bank of three filter c:ells

X(z)

1 will introduce a delay, say D 1 , in the upper branch of cell 2. D1 can be shown
to be equal to:

(2.14)

In this equation, L - 1 is the order of the filters with length L, used in the filter
cell. In order to keep cell 2 symmetric, this delay D1 must be compensated in
the lower branch. Now, due to the sample rate conversion, the two branches of
cell 2 will introduce a delay in the upper branch of cell 3 that is twice as long
as that of cell 1, so it is 2D1• Assuming that the filter cells are identical, the
filters of cell 2 itself will cause an additional delay D1• It can be concluded that
in the lower branch of cell 3 a total compensation delay of D2 = 3D1 must be
inserted. In general, the compensation delay length Di is:

i-I

Di D1 L2 j

j=O

- (2i
- 1) . (L - 1) (2.15)

L is chosen to be even, and 2i - 1 is odd, so Di is odd. The total delay D fb for
a filter bank with depth dis:

(2.16)

Consider the samples sbO to sb2 in Fig. 2.7. Subband sample sb2 is produced
by cell 2 simultaneously to the input sample of cell 1. Every second input
sample of cell 1, subband samples sbl and sbO are calculated, which appear
simultaneously to sb2. The subband samples thus are output in the repeating
pattern: (sb2) (sb2 sbl sbO).

The splitting half of cellI introduces a delay of If sample periods to the cell
1 input signal. As was stated above, D1 is odd. However, there are no actual
samples appearing 1f sample periods after a cellI input sample: the delay must
be interpreted as the lag of all frequency components. The subband samples
themselves therefore cannot be made exactly synchronous, as one would wish
for certain quantization strategies. On a continuous time scale, the situation
can be explained as in Fig. 2.8. In this diagram the samples in subband 2 are
placed as they would have to be shifted to make the signals synchronous in all
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Figure 2.8: Timing diagram for the simplified filter bank

three subbands. The samples denoted by arrows are produced simultaneously
by the algorithm. For quantization, a decision will have to be made which
subband samples or sample groups belong together.

If a filter cell which is not perfectly reconstructing is placed in one branch
of a cell, and a compensation delay in the other branch, then the amplitude
ripple of the cells will accumulate. Aside from this, the aliasing components
(represented by the second term in (2.1)) will not cancel anymore, and aliasing
distortion will occur. Although the first effect is unwanted as well, the second
may even be more annoying; it will now be clear why perfect reconstruction is
desirable for filter cells.

2.4 Subband quantization

After splitting the input signal in subbands with a bandwidth approximately
equal to the critical band width, the subband signals must be quantized. Signals
perform masking within the subband in which they appear, as well as in lower
and higher subbands. The quantitative masking effect can be calculated as a
function of the boundary frequencies of the subbands. Consider the situation of
Fig. 2.9. The arrow denotes a masker with frequency 1m. The figure expresses
the logarithm of the ratio between the variance qn2(f) of noise just being masked
and the masker variance qm2 • The critical band edges can be described by:

(2.17)
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f
log~
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Figure 2.9: The quantitative effect of masking

Or, alternatively:

(2.18)

The slopes are estimated to be a ~ 27.8 and {3 ~ 10 from graphs of the critical
band [1].

2.4.1 Fixed bit allocation

First, consider the masking effect of a tone on the subband with index i in
which the tone appears itself, the in-band masking (Fig. 2.10). Assume that
the lower and upper subband edge frequencies I',i and lu,i are given, and that
the quantization noise is uncorrelated and uniformly distributed within the
subband. If the noise is masked by a masker with variance l1m ,i that lies at the
upper subband edge (1m = lu,il, as illustrated by the rectangle in Fig. 2.9, it is
masked by all in-band maskers with the same variance. This is a consequence of
the fact that the downward masking effect is smaller than the upward (a > (3).
If the noise is just masked, its variance mi,i is given by:

(2.19)

The factors PO(lu,i) and (1::)0 in (2.19) are fixed and can be calculated in
advance. If only in-band masking is to be exploited, the number of quantization
levels per subband is fixed, and can be calculated. This is the so-called fixed
bit allocation. For a sine with amplitude A, (l1m ,i)2 = ~A2. It can be shown
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r
log~

11".:l

II,. I U,'
1m

Figure 2.10: In-band masking

logL
I".

that for a uniformly quantized sine, the variance of the quantization noise is
m.,' = 1129.2. In this equation, 9. is the number of quantization levels. If the
levels are to be represented by a number of hi bits, it is easy to see that 9i = M.
This leads to:

And thus:

m··I,'
..l.(2A)2
12 2b;

A2
_ I_

S 22b; (2.20)

m··','
(u .)2m,'

(2.21)

Combination of (2.19) and (2.21) leads by taking the radix 2 logarithm to an
expression for the number of bits per subband for fixed bit allocation:

(2.22)

Because of the assumed additivy of the masking effect of tones, this equation
expresses an upper bound for the number of bits for subband signals containing
more than one frequency component.
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2.4.2 Adaptive bit allocation

Figure 2.9 shows that, in addition to in-band masking, a signal component
can mask the noise in other bands. Further reduction of the bit rate can be
achieved by using this effect, as is done by adaptive bit allocation. It was already
concluded in Subsection 2.4.1 that the upward masking effect of a tone is much
stronger than the downward effect, so only upward masking will be taken into
account. Consider the 'worst case' situation of Fig. 2.11, where a sine at the
lower edge of subband j (Jm = h;) masks the noise in subband i. The maximum

r
log~

Urn'

II,; Iu.; II,i lu,i
1m 10gL

I ...

Figure 2.11: Masking of noise in 8ubband i by a tone in 8ubband j

noise level mi,;, that will just be masked, now is with (2.18):

mi,; = (O'm ,;)2PO(JI,;)( ~u,i ttl (2.23)
JI,;

Again, the factors Po(h;) and (~rtl are known in advance, and the masking
effect of a signal in subband j on all higher subbands can be calculated from
the subband edges, and for example notated in a matrix M, together with the
in-band masking weights (Fig. 2.12). The weights Wi'; can be concluded from
(2.19) and (2.23) to be:

Wi,; -
m··I,'

( 0' .)2m,'

{

( t )(&)QPo JU,i I... '
& -tlPo(h;)( I') ,

J = I

j<i
(2.24)

Thus the maximal masked noise variances mi in all subbands i can be calculated
as a linear function of the signal variances in the subbands up to i. Define
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--•• j

1

Figure 2.12: Matrix M with masking weigths Wi,; from 8ubband j on 8ubband i
(j ~ i)

a = ((am ,0)2, ... , (am ,s-l)2)T, where S is the number of subbands, and m =
(mo, ... ,ms_dT , then:

Or, for component mi of m:

m=Ma

i

mi = LWi.i X (a"",;)2
;=0

(2.25)

(2.26)

This variance then leads to the number of bits in subband i in a similar way as
with fixed bit allocation. The expression that should be used now is (compare
to (2.21)):

(2.27)

which leads to:

(2.28)

2.4.3 The allocation window

The simultaneous samples of all subbands can be arranged in a so-called al
location window, as shown in Fig. 2.13. Each block represents a group of M
samples. The subband with the lowest sample rate contributes exactly M sam
ples, one group, to the window. Subbands with a higher sample rate contribute
more samples, and thus more groups. For a filter bank of depth d, in the same
time that the subband with the lowest sample rate produces M samples, at the
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Figure 2.13: The allocation window

input M . 2d as many samples have appeared. Since the sample rate does not
change in the filter bank, the allocation window size W can be calculated from:

(2.29)

The total number of groups in the allocation window is 2d
•

The signal power (Um,iP of a group consisting ofsamples 8i(n-M+1), ... ,8i(n)
in subband i is given by:

M-l

(Um ,i)2 = k L (si(n - k))2
k=O

(2.30)

For adaptive bit allocation, masking is considered only from a group to the
simultaneous groups in higher subbands. For example, the group marked by ,*,
may only mask signals in groups within the dashed box (Fig. 2.13).

2.5 The codec of Van der Waal

At the Philips Research Laboratories, a codec was devised by Van der Waal,
using many of the principles mentioned above [6]. The input sample frequency
is f"inp = 44.1 kHz. The analysis filter bank is shown in Fig. 2.14. The filter
bank has depth 8; 25 filter cells (Van der Waal used QMFs) divide the input
signal spectrum into 26 subbands. Filter length is 64. An upward branch
means lowpass filtering, and a downward branch represents highpass filtering.
Consequently, subband 0 has the lowest center frequency. The subband edge
frequencies are shown in Table 2.1. The filter bank structure is asymmetric;
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input
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Figure 2.14: The analysis filter bank 01 Van der Waal

as a result, lower subbands have a smaller bandwidth, according to the critical
bandwidth of Fig. 2.2a.

For the subband quantization, Van der Waal experimented with fixed and
adaptive bit allocation strategies, which differed more or less from the more re
cent quantization strategies described above. He achieved a bit rate of 2.58 bits
per sample to code 16 bit Compact Disc signals. This bit rate included over
head information, such as scaling factors. The coding is not perfect: for some
critical music fragments, an audible degradation can be perceived.



subband frequency
index from to bandwidth

sb [Hz] [Hz]
0 0 86 86
1 86 172 "
2 172 258 "

",,~e3 258 344 "
4 344 517 172
5 517 689 "
6 689 861 "
7 861 1034 "
8 1034 1206 ."
9 1206 1378 "
10 1378 1550 "
11 1550 1723 "
12 1723 2067 344
13 2067 2412 "
14 2412 2756 "

-15 2756 3101 "
16 3101 3445 "
17 3445 4134 689
18 4134 4823 "
19 4823 5513 "
20 5513 6891 1378
21 6891 8269 "
22 8269 11025 2756
23 11025 13781 "
24 13781 16538 "
25 16538 22050 5513

Table 2.1: Allocation of the number of quantization levels per 8ubband
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Chapter 3

A real time codec

The codec as described in Section 2.5 was implemented in VAX Pascal. Coding
takes as long as several hours for 30 seconds of music. For more elaborate
evaluation of parameter choices in the coding scheme, real time processing is
desirable. Also, storage or transmission could be evaluated with a real time
system. Many parameters for a real time realization of subband coding have
already been studied [10]. An overview of the system's requirements will be
given. A real time codec is designed, based on this requirements.

3.1 System Requirements

In the real time experimentation system, the following parameters must be
changeable:

• the filter bank configuration;

• the coefficients and lengths of the transversal filters for each filter cell;

• the subband quantizers must be switcheable to on or off;

• the number and position of quantization levels per subband;

• the quantization strategy.

H FIR filters are used, all filter types can be converted to transversal equivalents,
provided the calculations are infinitely accurate. Floating point calculations can
be used to achieve a reasonably high computational accuracy. In this way, e.g.
coefficient rounding can be simulated easily. The system's computational power
must allow increasing the the number of filter cells, and be based on the longest
filter length that is required. The codec must be capable of operating at a
maximum input sample rate of 48 kHz.

The use of dedicated hardware allows a very high processing speed. How
ever, it would be rather difficult to design a dedicated hardware based system in
which codec parameters can be changed easily. Therefore, the system is based
on digital signal processors (DSPs): the parameters can be changed in software.

20
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DSPs have provisions that allow relatively high speeds in signal processing com
pared with normal processors, such as a hard wired multiplier j accumulator
unit, separate computational units for address calculations and a multiple bus
architecture.

A modular system provides large flexibility, in that e.g. quantizer modules
can be interchanged very easily. A bus system is desirable. AjD and D j A
conversion units must be available, as well as an interface to the AESJEBU
serial audio bus standard. The system must preferably be capable of working
stand-alone.

3.2 Global system setup

A modular system can be set up as in Fig. 3.1. The system is controlled by

I/O

control

analog & AES/EBU

Figure 3.1: Global system setup

a control board that contains the master timing references. The analysis filter
bank FB_A, quantizer Q and reconstruction filter bank FB_R each occupy one
circuit board per mono channel: so, for stereo, six boards are needed. The
compensation delays, although they belong functionally to the filter banks, are
realized on the quantizer board to decrease the processor load on the filter bank
boards.

Interconnection of the boards is done by a common parallel bus. This bus
provides time slots; each board reads its input from a specific time slot, and
writes its output to another time slot, that is the input for the next board.
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The input and output of audio samples in AES/EBU format is done via an I/O
board, that synchronizes the control board to the stream of input samples. The
I/O board also contains a stereo 16 bit A/D and D/ A conversion section.

The ASP bus standard of the Philips Research Laboratories is based on a
44.1 kHz sample rate. Each sample period of 22.7 p,s is divided into 96 time
slots of 236 ns. The data bus in the ASP system is 32 bits wide. In Subsection
2.3.1 it was concluded that filter cells do not change the total sample rate, so at
the output of the analysis filter bank it is stilI 44.1 kHz. As a result, in the ASP
bus system one time slot can be used for every connection. Quantizer Q outputs
subband samples and scaling factors plus additional overhead information on
the bus, as is shown in Fig. 3.1. It reads back the same from the bus, and
dequantizes the subband samples. In this manner, a channel can be inserted in
the signal path.

3.3 The analysis filter bank FB_A

In transversal filters, every tap represents a multiplication plus an accumulation,
called a MAC. An important specification of digital signal processors is the
number of MACs they can perform per second. In the analysis filter bank of
Fig. 2.14, the filter cell at depth 1 requires two transversal filter calculations
(Ho and Hd every second input sample, due to the sample rate decreasers; the
two cells at depth 2 request two calculations every fourth sample, and so on.
It can thus be calculated that every input sample on the average requests 3t
filter calculations. Based on an input sample rate of 44.1 kHz, and assuming
a maximal filter length 64 of the transversal filters, the average number of
multiplications Raverage needed per second is:

Raverage
5

- 3- x 44100 x 64
8

10.23 x 106 MACs/s (3.1)

As outlined in Section 3.1, a floating point processor must be used. Currently,
the fastest floating point DSP available is the p,PD77230 of NEC. It can perform
6.67 x 106 MACs per second at a typical 150 ns cycle time. Two p,PD77230's
thus can provide the number of MACs needed in the analysis filter bank, as
calculated in (3.1). The three filter cells at depth 1 and 2 together require 2
filter calculations per input sample on the average, or 2 x 44100 x 64 = 5.65 x 106

MACs/s. One p,PD77230 therefore can take care of depths 1 and 2 (called part
FB_A1 of the filter bank further on), and a second handles the filters of depths
3 through 8 (FB_A2).

3.3.1 Part FB-A1 of the analysis filter bank

The first part FB_A1 of the filter bank is symmetric (Fig. 3.2). The configu
ration of FB_A1 is not likely to be changed, except for the filter lengths. The
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OutI
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HI

input
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Figure 3.2: The first part FB_Al of the analJlsis filter bank

program can synchronize to the stream of input samples. The samples are to
appear repeatedly in the order OutI, Out2, Out3, Out4: the algorithm can be
looped. The Ho branch of cell 3 is an outgoing branch of the filter bank. The
algorithm can be divided into four sample periods (Fig. 3.3). The 16-bit input

Inl

cell 1 ---1-.
--~

cella

In2 In3

cell 1 ---1-.
----,~

cell a

In4

cell 1

Ho

OutI

cell a cell e

G G
~ ~

Out2 Out3

Ho

Out4

Figure 3.3: The algorithm of FB_Al, divided into four sample periods

samples are read at the serial input of the ~PD77230at a 44.1 kHz sample rate.
The input samples are stored at the next free place in the filter state buffer of
cellI. After that, one output sample (Ho or Hd of cellI is calculated, using the
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right filter states. The result is stored in the filter state buffer of cell 2 or cell 3,
respectively. Finally, a Ho or HI response of either cell 2 or cell 3 is calculated,
according to the output sample that must be produced. The output samples
appear in 32 bit floating point format (8 bit exponent, 24 bit mantissa).

It is clear that in every input sample period two filter calculations are per
formed, as was demanded. Furthermore, one output sample is produced after
every input sample period, synchronizing the stream of output samples to the
input samples.

3.3.2 Part FB-A2 of the analysis filter bank

Of the requested 31 filter calculations per input sample for the filter bank of
Van der Waal, part FB_Al provides 2 calculations. The remaining part FB_A2
(Fig. 3.4) needs 1t filter calculations per input sample. The input samples are
repeatedly read in the order Inl, In2, In3, In4, just as they were produced by
FB_Al. The samples of subband 25 are not processed, and output as they
were input. Changes in the filter bank configuration will probably be made
in this part FB_A2. The algorithm must therefore be easily changeable and
transparent.

A synchronous program structure would be very difficult to change, due to
the filter bank asymmetry. After 1~ filter calculations, an input sample would
have to be read: this means that samples should be read during the calculation
of FIR filter sums, which is not desirable. Furthermore, a synchronous program
would require a relatively large program memory storage, because the algorithm
has a periodicity of 28 = 256 input samples, due to the sample rate decreasers:
subbands 0 through 3 produce a sample after every 256 input samples. The
algorithm of Fig. 3.5a, using conditional branching, is more advantageous. The
blocks 'Depthi' calculate the response for alI filter cells at depth i, and write
the output to the filter state buffer of a following filter cell in the next depth,
or output the subband sample in the case the cell has outgoing branches.

The decimation at depth 3 is realized by first only reading the 4 input
samples for depth 3 and placing them in the state buffers at depth 3: this is
done in block 'Depth3D'. Then, in block 'Depth3', again 4 input samples are
read and written to the buffers, but now, also the responses of the ceIls at depth
3 are computed.

The decimation for depths 4 through 8 is determined by the blocks 'Ti'. In
these blocks, a flag is inverted, and the algorithm continues at either the left
or the right output path of 'Ti'. By means of this conditional branching, all
decimators at depth i switch in phase.

The program structure is set up in such a way that subband samples appear
in the order of increasing depth of the outgoing branch. Subband samples of the
same depth are output in the order of decreasing subband index. Concludingly,
the subband samples are output in a stream (sb25), (sb25 sb24 sb23 sb22),
(sb25), (sb25 sb24 sb23 sb22 sb21 sb20), (sb25), etcetera, where subband sam
ples between parentheses are to be considered synchronous.
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Figure 3.4: The second part FE_At! of the analysis filter bank

3.3.3 Analysis filter bank hardware

The analysis filter bank hardware is set up as in Fig. 3.6. Processors DSPI and
DSP2 calculate FB_Al and FB_A2. The input and output time slot addresses
are detected by a control block CTRL. Parallel 16 bit input data is loaded into
a shift register SR, and shifted into the serial input SI of DSPI. Since the
ILPD77230 has no handshake signals for the serial input, a trick is used. A
dummy word of 16 bit is put out by the serial output every time a new input
word is expected, and the output request signal SORQ is used to enable SI.
Since SI and SO have the same external clock signal, exactly 16 bits will be
input as well. In other words, the serial output is used as a software controlled
modulo 16 counter.

The program FB_Al in DSPI writes its output samples (In!. .. In4, see
Fig. 3.3) at a total rate of 44.1 kHz to a FIFO buffer FIFOI by its data bus:
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start

Figure 3.5: The algorithm of FB_A2

these actually are. The buffer is needed because the algorithm of FB_A2 is
asynchronous to the input sample stream, as explained in Subsection 3.3.2,
and reads input samples when they are needed by the algorithm rather than
when they are output by DSPl. Until they are processed by DSP2, the output
samples of DSPI must be stored in order in the buffer.

DSP2 reads its input samples at a memory mapped I/O address, detected by
an address decoder DEC. This causes the FIFO buffer to output the next sample
as soon as it is present in the buffer, and consecutively generate a non maskable
interrupt NMI at DSP2 to inform DSP2 that a new sample is available. The
interrupt service routine sets an internal flag in DSP2, and the main program
of FB_A2 tests this flag to see if input data is present. Data is transferred from
DSPI to DSP2 on a parallel basis, as the serial interfaces of the DSP's are not
fast enough for the 32 bit sample transfer.

Parallel output samples are written into a second FIFO buffer FIF02 by
DSP2. This buffer must be inserted because the output samples of DSP2 again
must be synchronized to the output time slot. The write signal for FIF02 is
generated by the address decoder DEC.

The output sample pattern of the filterbank has a periodicity of 256 samples,
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Figure 3.6: The hardware setup of the analysis filter bank

as was stated in Subsection 3.3.2. The quantizer following the analysis filter
bank module must synchronize to this block pattern at least once. However,
disturbances like power voltage spikes can destroy the synchronisation. For this
reason, blocks of 256 samples are marked. Every 256th output sample of DSP2
is written to a special address. The address decoder still generates a write signal
for FIF02, but also a flag is added to the sample as a 33rd data bit. This 'block
begin' flag BB is delayed together with the sample by FIF02, and written to
the quantizer at the output time slot. Initially, the output FIFO buffer may be
empty during some of the output time slots, and the data at these slots will not
be valid. Synchronization with the quantizer will be established when FIF02
is full continuously.

DSPI stores all filter states in its internal RAM. DSP2 has an external 4
KWord RAM for the filter states, since it has to handle more filter cells, each
having a filter state buffer with length 64.
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3.4 The quantizer Q

The quantizer module has to perform two tasks: first, it must quantize the
subband samples using a scheme as described in Section 2.4. Second, it contains
the compensation delays that are needed in the asymmetric filter banks, as was
described in Subsection 2.3.3.

For evaluation of coding schemes, the quantized samples do not need to be
transmitted. However, the quantization strategy must be easily changeable. So
preferably, the quantizer software must be downloadable from a host computer
(such as an IBM PC).

On the other hand, once a coding scheme has been chosen, the system
may be used for transmission or storage experiments. For this purpose, it is
desirable that it can operate stand-alone. Furthermore, for this application, the
quantized subband samples must be written to and read back from the system
bus to allow transmission.

3.4.1 The quantizer module software

The depth d of the filter bank of Van der Waal is d = 8. The quantization
group length M will be maximally M = 32. The allocation window size W
follows from (2.29) to be W = 28 X 32 = 8192 samples. The processing load
for each allocation window is constant. Therefore, samples in the quantizer
will be treated in pages of 8192 samples (Fig. 3.7). All input from and output
to the system bus is done on the background on interrupt. Subband samples
are input from FB_A onto a page; in the meantime, the previous input page
is read, and the samples are written into compensation delays. After this has
been done, delayed samples are read and quantized. The quantized samples are
again written onto an output page, while the previous page is output on the
background. Now, the quantized samples can be transmitted over a channel.
The quantizer module reads back samples from the bus. These samples again
are processed using pages; they are dequantized and delayed.

It was shown in Subsection 2.3.3 that the compensation delay lengths are
odd, so that theoretically they cannot be split exactly in the middle. Therefore,
they are divided into an even and an odd part. The actual lengths of the buffers
are equal to the desired input or output delay length for the subband plus the
number of samples in that subband that are present in one page. In this way,
all samples of a specific subband in an input page can be written in the delays,
and after that, the same number of samples can be read from the delay and
be quantized, etcetera. One could also say that one complete page buffer is
'hidden' in both the input and the output delay buffers. However, no 'old' and
'new' pages are used: the data is merely transferred to other memory locations.

The paging structure of Fig. 3.7 thus introduces a delay of four pages of
8 K samples (1 K = 1024), leading to a total delay Dquant:

Dquant = 32768 samples = 32 K samples (3.2)
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Figure 3.7: The paging structure of the quantizer

This both corresponds to a significant amount of memory and a long time. If
the filter bank depth were decreased by n, the delay and the memory size would
decrease notably, Le. by a factor 2".

3.4.2 The quantizer module hardware

The quantizer module hardware is shown schematically in Fig. 3.8. The module
contains one j.LPD77230 signal processor. A block CTRL provides input and
output control signals. Input data (input subband samples from FB_A and
quantized subband samples and overhead, coming from the channel) can be
latched into registers on three different time slots. Output data (quantized
subband samples and overhead to the channel, and output samples to FB_R)
can be written to the bus on three more slots. For this 'I/O frame' of six
words, one interrupt INT is generated by CTRL on the processor to denote
that new input samples can be read from the input latch registers and new
output samples can be placed in the output registers. The 'block begin' flag is
also latched on an input time slot, and causes an NMI interrupt every 256th
sample.

The total compensation delay length for the filter bank of Van der Waal
was shown to be 230(L - 1) = 230 x 63 = 14490 samples [10], where L = 64
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Figure 3.8: The quantizer module hardware

is the length of the filters in a cell. Furthermore, 10 complete pages must be
stored. This leads to a total minimal memory size of 10 x 8192 + 14490 = 96410
word. The quantizer module is therefore equipped with a 96 KWord by 32
bits memory RAM. Since the ILPD77230 can only address 4 KWord in high
speed, the memory is divided into 24 banks of 4 KWord, controlled by bank
switching logic BANK SW. An address decoder DEC controls the I/O latch
register accesses and the setting of the bank switching. Finally, output 'block
begin' flags can be added to output samples by writing the samples to a specific
address instead of a normal output address.
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3.5 The reconstruction filter bank FB_R

The reconstruction part of an elementary filter cell produces output samples at
the input sample rate of the cell. In order to calculate the response, a sample
in a cell branch is interpolated, and the two results of the branches are added
(see Fig. 2.5). Filter length is 64, but since 32 filter states are interpolation
zeroes, effectively only the 32 nonzero tap contributions need to be calculated
per branch. Thus, for each output sample, 64 MACs are requested; this is
equal to the computational load of the analysis part of the filter cell. The
reconstruction filter bank FB_R will therefore need 7~ calculations of length
32 per input sample, which is the same load as the 31 filter calculations of
length 64 in the analysis filter bank. This leads to the conclusion that the
reconstruction filter bank can be split in the same way as the reconstruction
filter bank: one DSP handles the filters at depth 8 through 3 (FB_R1), and a
second DSP implements the filters at the last two depths (FB_R2).

There are some differences between analysis and reconstruction filter bank,
though. First, calculating the response of two filters of length 32 will require
more pointer handling than one filter response with length 64. So, the recon
struction filter bank will require more overhead than the analysis filter bank.
Second, due to causality, in the analysis filter bank the subband samples are
produced in the order of increasing output branch depth; in contrast, causality
demands that the responses of the filters at the highest depth in the reconstruc
tion filter bank be calculated first, so that input samples are read in the order
of decreasing depth. At some point in the chain, the order of the samples must
be changed; it is chosen that this will be done at the quantizer board, where the
compensation delays will be implemented as well. Third, causality also dictates
that both the Go and G I response of the preceding cells have been calculated
and combined, before the response of a specific cell can be computed; in the
analysis filter bank, the Ho and HI responses can be calculated on indepent
moments (this was used especially in the algorithm of FB_A1).

3.5.1 Part FB-R2 of the reconstruction filter bank

This part is comparable to FB_A2 of the analysis filter bank. The algorithm
can be given by the flowchart of Fig. 3.9. In blocks 'Depthi' the response to
new input samples, either read externally if the cell has an incoming branch
or already stored in the cell buffer, is computed for all filters at depth i, and
written to the filter state buffers of the specific cells at depth i - 1. Blocks
'DepthiI' calculate the responses to an interpolating zero as new input sample
for all filters at depth i, and the results are written to the same filter cells at
depth i - 1. 'Depth3' and 'Depth3I' each produce 4 output samples in every
pass.

Blocks 'Ti' have the same meaning as with FB_A2; they now represent the
status of the interpolators.

It will be clear that FB_R2, like FB_A2, is not synchronized to the input
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Figure 3.9: The algorithm of FB_R2

sample stream: input samples are read when they are needed, and output
samples are produced when they are available.

Only nonzero samples are written in the filter state buffers; interpolating
zeroes are not stored. So, for every cell, two filter state buffers of length 32 are
used, one for the Go and one for the G1 branch. The addition of the Go and
G1 contribution at the output of a cell is done by calculating the responses of
the two branches directly after each other, and not clearing the accumulator
contents in between. This has the advantage that a roundoff error due to
storing the high precision intermediate result in a register or memory location
with lower precision is avoided.

3.5.2 Part FB-Rl of the reconstruction filter bank

FB_R1 is the counterpart of FB_A1; the part of the filter bank it has to realize is
the mirrored version of Fig. 3.2. The input samples for FB_R1 are produced in
reverse order by FB_R2, compared to FB_Al. In the algorithm a routine is used
that calculates the output sample y(2i-1) to an interpolating zero input and the
output sample y(2i) to an input sample x( i) in one pass (Fig. 3.10). Table 3.1
shows which state has to be combined with which coefficient. If all taps for
which the state is zero are skipped, it can easily be seen that the routine can
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x(i)

Figure 3.10: Filter routine lor FB_Rl: two filter output samples are calculated
an one pass

:r(k-32) 0 :r(k-31) 0 ... 0 %(k-1) 0 %(k)

interpolating g(63) g(62) g(61) g(60) ., . g(2) g(1) g(O) ><
non-interpolating >< g(63) g(62) g(61) ... g(3) g(2) g(1) g(O)

Table 3.1: The taps x(i) x g(j) that are accumulated; only nonzero contributions
are calculated

increment the coefficient pointer for every tap, and increment the state pointer
every second tap. The tap contributions are accumulated alternatingly in one
of two different accumulators. In a pseudo-Pascal language, the routine would
be repeatedly:

tap := x[coeff_ptrJ * g[state_ptrJ;
non_interpol := non_interpol + tap;
coeff_ptr :-= coeff_ptr + 1 ;

tap .= x[coeff_ptr] * g[state_ptr];
interpol ;= interpol + tap;
coeff_ptr ;-= coeff_ptr + 1 ;
state_ptr := state_ptr - 1 ;

The j.tPD77230 allows to do the multiply, the addition and the pointer incre
menting/decrementing in one instruction, 80 the program fragment above can
be implemented with two machine instructions. The j.tPD77230 provides 8 ac
cumulators (WRO through WR7); for a cell, any arbitrary pair of registers can
be used to accumulate non_interpol and interpol.

An algorithm for FB_RI can now be given as in Fig. 3.11. Again, a repeating
pattern of 4 sample periods is used, as with FB-A2. The cell numbering is
analog to Fig. 3.2. The column in which an output arrow of a filter routine
ends denotes the register in which the result has been accumulated.

Actually, Fig. 3.11 shows two groups of four sample periods (from top to
bottom). In fact, in the first period, both the Go response of cell 2 and the
G1 response of cell 1 are calculated (the latter being shown in the first period
of the second group of four periods). This is because, due to causality, the
four output samples Out!... Out4 can only be calculated when all of the four
input samples Ini ... In4 have been read, so a processing delay ('time shift') of
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Figure 3.11: The algorithm 0/ FB_Rl
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three sample periods occurs between Inl. .. In4 and Outl. .. Out4. Every sample
period, exactly one sample is read and one sample is output: the algorithm is
synchronous to the output sample stream, and therefore to the input sample
stream of the codec too.

3.5.3 Reconstruction filter bank hardware

The circuit for the reconstruction filter bank (Fig. 3.12) is similar to the analysis
filter bank board setup. The CTRL block provides clock and control signals
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Figure 3.12: The reconstruction filter bank hardware

for the circuit. Input samples are buffered by FIFOl until the asynchronous
program FB_R2 in DSPl reads them by the address decoder DECl. DSPl has
an external RAM of 4 KWord. Maskable interrupt INT occurs every time a
new input sample is available after reading the last; if a sample is accompanied
by a 'block begin' flag, a non-maskable interrupt NMI is generated too. Output
samples of DSPl are written into FIF02; every 256th sample is written to a
different output address, at which DECl generates a block begin flag, written
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also into FIF02. With DSP2, the interrupts have the same function as with
DSPl. The program FB_Rl in DSP2 is synchronous, so that it generates output
samples at regular intervals at a rate of 44.1 kHz. These output samples are
shifted out of the serial output SO into a shift register SR, and put onto the
system data bus by CTRL at the output time slot.

3.6 Processing delay of the system

Delays are introduced by FIFO buffers and algorithms, but these delays are
in the order of single samples. The significant delays are caused by the filter
bank and the quantizer. The filter bank of Van der Waal has depth d = 8, and
uses filters with lengths L = 64 in the filter cells. The filter bank delay follows
from (2.16) to be D lb = (28 - 1) x (64 - 1) = 16065 samples. Furthermore, the
quantizer introduces a delay of 32768 samples, according to (3.2). The total
processing delay Dproc can be estimated by:

Dproc ~ 16065 + 32768 ~ 48.8 ksamples (3.3)

Or, in a system with input sample rate f"inp, the processing delay Tproc in
seconds is given by:

48.8. lOs
Tproc ~ f. seconds (3.4)

',Inp

So, for a sample rate of 44100 samples per second, the delay is almost 1.2 sec
onds! A shorter delay can be achieved by using shorter filters in the filter cells,
using a less deep filter bank (this drastically reduces both the filter bank delay
and the allocation window size), or rewriting the quantizer algorithm so that it
uses less pages.



Chapter 4

Conclusions

Subband coding can achieve a considerable data reduction for audio signals. The
signal spectrum is split into subbands and the subband signals are quantized;
the signal to noise ratio is decreased significantly by this action, but the noise
remains inaudible since it is masked. The splitting and recombination filters
that divide the input spectrum into subbands and the strategy for quantizing the
subband signals can be chosen. The required processing time for simulations
on a VAX 11/780 computer is several orders of magnitude larger than the
music fragment duration. A real-time coder/decoder system is designed for
more elaborate evaluation of the consequences of the choices mentioned above.
Furthermore, the system may be used in transmission or storage experiments.

The real-time coder/decoder is based on an existing bus system. The bus
provides 96 time slots within a 44.1 kHz repeating sequence. A modular setup
enables an easy exchange of different options for the modules.

For the analysis (splitting) filter bank module, two IlPD77230 floating point
digital signal processors are used. Together they can perform the approximately
10.23 million multiply/accumulation operations per second that are needed due
to the transversal filters used in the filter banks.

The first processor executes a synchronous program: it synchronizes to the
input sample stream with a 44.1 kHz sample rate. The input samples are read
from a time slot, and passed to the processor via its serial interface. As the
total sample rate is not changed by the program, the intermediate samples that
are to be transffered to the second DSP are also output at regular intervals with
a rate of 44.1 kHz.

The program for the second signal processor has been set up differently. The
part of the filter bank tree that it has to realize is asymmetric. The sample rate
decreasers in the filter bank cause a considerable variation of the computational
effort per input sample. The program reads input samples at the moment they
are needed, so the time between inputs varies notably. The two processors are
connected by a hardware FIFO buffer that stores the samples until they are
read. The connection is parallel. At the output of the second signal processor
the sample interval also varies. A FIFO buffer is required again for placing the
irregular stream of output (subband) samples on a regular 44.1 kHz time slot.
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Subband samples, although appearing sequentially on the bus, have to be re
garded as groups of simultaneous samples. Samples produced last in a subband
sample group by the analysis filter bank are required first by the reconstruction
filter bank: this is a consequence of causality. The sample order in each group is
reversed on the quantizer board. This board will perform the quantization of the
subband signals, which represents the actual bit rate reduction. The quantizer
board also realizes the compensation delays that are required between the anal
ysis and reconstruction filter bank, due to the intrinsic delay of the filter cells
used in the filter banks and the asymmetry of the banks. The quantizer board
contains one ILPD77230 signal processor. Samples are quantized in allocation
windows, representing a number of simultaneous samples in all subbands. The
computational load for each allocation window is the same. Subband samples
are processed in pages with a size equal to the allocation window size of 8192
samples: this way, the processor load can be optimally distributed over time.
The quantizer board can send quantized subband samples plus quantization
overhead data to the bus and read them back to allow transmission or storage
of the coded music signal.

The setup of the reconstruction filter bank module is similar to that of the
analysis module. Again, two DSPs are used, since the computational load can
be shown to be equal to that of the analysis filter bank. Now, the first processor,
which realizes the large, asymmetric part of the reconstruction filter bank, is
embedded in FIFOs to buffer the regularly appearing input samples for the
asynchronous program, and to provide a regular sample stream again for the
second processor. The second processor, counterpart of the first processor in
the analysis filter bank circuit, provides the output samples by its serial output
at a time slot on the system bus.

The order of the subband samples written sequentially to the system bus
is periodic with 256 samples. To establish or recover synchronization to this
pattern on consecutive boards, an extra 'block begin' flag is generated on an
additional bus line at every 256th sample.

The system introduces a large processing delay of more than 48.8 ksamples
between input and output (more than a second for a 44.1 kHz sample rate).
This is mainly a consequence of the filter bank delay, which is intrinsic to the
filter bank structure, and the paging structure delay of the quantizer, which
may be shortened by changing the algorithm.

The software routine that performs the actual subband quantization has not
been written yet; until now, the subband samples are passed unchanged without
writing channel samples to the system bus. For the rest, the boards have been
designed and tested, and seem to perform well.

4.1 Further development

The project leaves some points for further development. The core of the system
has been built; what's left to be conceived is the interface card which provides
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both analog and digital inputs and outputs.
Current subband coding research tends to the use of another filter bank

configuration. On the system, this means changing both the software for the two
filter bank modules and the quantizer module software; the allocation window
structure and the compensation delay configuration are dependent of the filter
bank.

The routine that performs the subband quantization must still be written.
Furthermore, if easy quantizer changing is desired, another version of the quan
tizer board must be designed that is capable of software downloading. Only
modest modifications will have to be made to the circuit, since a bond-out ver
sion of the tLPD77230 may be used, that uses outboard program and coefficient
storage. With the ordinary version of the tLPD77230, external program storage
is possible, but it slows the processor down by a factor two. Another disadvan
tage of the ordinary version is that the coefficient data ROM is internal, so it
cannot be changed easily.

Eindhoven, 16 february 1989

P.H.A. Dillen
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